Measurement of the distribution of red blood cell deformability using an automated rheoscope.
Red blood cells (RBCs) have to deform markedly to pass through the smallest capillaries of the microcirculation. Techniques for measuring RBC deformability often result in an indication of the mean value. A deformability distribution would be more useful for studying diseases that are marked by subpopulations of less deformable cells because even small fractions of rigid cells can cause circulatory problems. We present an automated rheoscope that uses advanced image analysis techniques to determine a RBC deformability distribution (RBC-DD) by analyzing a large number of individual cells in shear flow. The sensitivity was measured from density-separated fractions of one blood sample and from cells rendered less deformable by heat treatment. A preliminary experiment included the RBC-DDs of a patient with sickle cell anemia, one on dialysis and being treated with erythropoietin, and one with elliptocytosis. Measurement of the RBC-DD was highly reproducible. The sensitivity test showed markedly different deformability distributions of density-separated cells and yielded distinct RBC-DDs after each additional minute of heat treatment. The automated rheoscope enabled the determination of RBC-DDs from which less deformable subpopulations can be established. The shape of an RBC-DD may be valuable in assessing cell fractions with normal and anomalous deformability within pathologic blood samples.